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Janitor Jokes | Funny Humor by Joke Buddha
www.jokebuddha.com/Janitor
Only the best funny Janitor jokes and best Janitor websites as selected and voted by
visitors of Joke Buddha website

School Custodian Jokes? - Ask.com
www.ask.com › Q&A › Entertainment › Humor
School custodian jokes are often told to poke fun at the type of work school custodians
do. These jokes are usually written by custodians themselves and are a

Custodian Jokes | Funny Humor by Joke Buddha
www.jokebuddha.com/Custodian
Only the best funny Custodian jokes and best Custodian websites as selected and
voted by visitors of Joke Buddha website

School Janitor Jokes | just b.CAUSE
justbcause.com/2013/02/16/school-janitor-jokes
School jokes - indianchild.com, Why did the teacher marry the janitor? because he
swept her off her feet! why were the teacher's eyes crossed? she couldn't control ...

Dumb and Funny Jokes - A Classic Custodian Joke | â€¦
www.rd.com › Jokes › Funny › Dumb and Funny Jokes
A Classic Custodian. After inflating the playground balls, our school custodian, a
classical music fanatic, had an odd habit of writing the names of famous composers ...

Good Clean Humor. Clean Funny Jokes.
www.jokesmore.com
Funny Clean Jokes . Lipstick and Twelve Year Olds. According to a news report, a small
private school in Washington was having a problem. It seemed that a group of ...

Custodian -> Funny Joke or Story - InvisionFree
z10.invisionfree.com/custodian/index.php?showtopic=378
Welcome to Custodian. We hope you enjoy your visit. ... This also works if I encounter
parents or older siblings in public & I'm wearing my school badge. Another joke:

Janitor Jokes | 5 Jokes A Day
www.5jokesaday.com/content/janitor-jokes
Your 5 Jokes for October 10, 2013: Janitor Jokes. Chaos ... "Wow, this is a tough
school! Look, even the janitor knows calculus." Facebook Comments Box. TOP
JOKESâ€¦
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